Current deep reinforcement learning approaches incorporate minimal prior knowledge about the environment, limiting computational and sample efficiency. We incorporate a few object-based priors that humans are known to use: "Infants divide perceptual arrays into units that move as connected wholes, that move separately from one another, that tend to maintain their size and shape over motion, and that tend to act upon each other only on contact" Spelke [1990] . We propose a probabilistic object-based model of environments and use human object priors to develop an efficient self-supervised algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation of the model parameters from observations and for inferring objects directly from the perceptual stream. We then use object features and incorporate object-contact priors to improve the sample efficiency our objectbased RL agent. We evaluate our approach on a subset of the Atari benchmarks, and learn up to four orders of magnitude faster than the standard deep Q-learning network, rendering rapid desktop experiments in this domain feasible. To our knowledge, our system is the first to learn any Atari task in fewer environment interactions than humans.
Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning has achieved impressive performance in many environments Mnih et al. [2015 Mnih et al. [ , 2016 , . However, the sample inefficiency of deep reinforcement learning algorithms limits applicability to real-world domains. These algorithms are very general, in theory capable of learning in all environments. We are only interested in real-world environments though, suggesting that current deep reinforcement learning algorithms could 1 Paul G. Allen School of Computer Science and Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA. Correspondence to: William Agnew <wagnew3@cs.washington.edu>, Pedro Domingos <pedrod@cs.washington.edu>. be improved by incorporating additional priors or heuristics.
In most real-world environments, humans are able to achieve good performance after far less experience than machines, pointing to human-inspired priors as a means of improving sample efficiency. Past work has considered perceiving the world in terms of objects as humans do (Diuk et al. [2008] , Scholz et al. [2014] ), and recent work has focused on creating object state representations without supervision (Goel et al. [2018] , Zhu et al. [2018] , Greff et al. [2019] , Lin et al. [2020] ). In this work, we use human object priors to develop a probabilistic object model of environments and a tractable algorithm for inferring an explicit object state representation that jointly maximizes the likelihood of a dynamics model and a reward model.
The first object prior is that humans perceive the world in terms of objects, or groups of percepts that behave similarly across time and tend to maintain their shape and size Spelke [1990] . We incorporate this prior by developing an objectbased probabilistic model of environments and tasks. We provide an algorithm for MLE inference on the parameters of this environment. If two low-level objects are part of the same high level object and therefore have the same behavior, then their dynamics and reward behavior can be modelled by a single model just as well as by individual models for each object. Our inference algorithm formalizes this observation by attempting to combine similar objects together and evaluating the likelihood of a combination via the likelihood of reward and dynamics models trained on the resulting object representation.
Learning causality in sparse reward settings is a fundamental challenge in reinforcement learning. The second human object prior we use is that objects interact only when contacting (Spelke [1990] ). We implement this prior by defining an object-contact state representation, reinforcement learning algorithm, and approximation architecture. We represent the state of each object by the object's position, velocity, acceleration, and relative positions, velocities, and accelerations of contacting objects. This representation is both compact and sparse. Our reinforcement learning algorithm calculates discounted returns using a discount factor that is a function of the object state representation, specifically using a lower γ when objects contact, giving these states more credit for future rewards than states where no objects are arXiv:2003.01384v1 [cs. LG] 3 Mar 2020 contacting. Our approximation architecture, which learns to generalize the decisions of the reinforcement learning architecture, consists of simple, sample-efficient models which learn value and reward as a function of which objects are contacting, and richer models that learn value and reward as a function of both which objects are contacting and how those objects are contacting.
The object-contact focused reinforcement learning we propose enables rapid learning of which objects should contact and how, but offers no advantages in states where no objects are contacting. We solve this by using the learned object dynamics models to plan towards states in which contacts occur. However, this planning can be computationally expensive. Our final object prior is that the distance between two objects must decrease for those objects to contact. While simple, this prior allows us to develop planning heuristics which greatly improve the computational efficiency of existing planning algorithms.
We combine these priors into a new reinforcement learning algorithm to create an Object-Level Reinforcement Learner (OLRL). We compare OLRL with humans, deep reinforcement learners, and an object feature set, Blob-PROST (Liang et al. [2016] ) on Atari environments, and show that it yields large improvements in sample and computational efficiency. Currently deep reinforcement learning research is often resource and time intensive due to the huge number of experiences needed. Our object detection and tracking module can be used as a general preprocessor for reinforcement learning, greatly increasing the pace and sample efficiency of experiments in this area.
Our contributions are using the following human object priors to create a novel OORL algorithm: 1. Prior of common destiny: percepts that behave the samesame dynamics, value, and reward behavior-are the same and may be treated as one object. We use this prior to build an algorithm that quickly learns a succinct object representation of the environment with no supervision. 2. Object contact prior: objects interact primarily when in contact. Therefore the value and reward functions may be modelled well using object contacts as features. This feature set is small and often has little variance; that is, object contact states change infrequently, enabling sample-efficient learning. 3. Object dynamics prior: the world can be modelled well using classical object dynamics-objects and their positions, velocities, accelerations, and contacts. Using this prior we rapidly learn a forward dynamics model accurate enough to enable effective planning. 4. Implementing these priors into an agent that is more sample efficient than humans on a subset of Atari environments.
Related Work
There has been much work on model-based deep reinforcement learning and predicting future states or values with deep networks. Oh et al. [2015] and Chiappa et al. [2017] use deep neural networks to accurately predict Atari frames hundreds of steps into the future. However, these works rely on hundreds of thousands of training frames and computationally intensive deep architectures, do not consider environment stochasticity, and predict at the pixel level rather than the more efficient object level. Kaiser et al. [2019] integrate similar pixel-level frame prediction for Atari into a deep RL agent. Garnelo et al. [2016] use reinforcement learning on a high-level symbolic world representation learned with no supervision, but must still learn what good world representations are and are only successful on very simple environments. Xue et al. [2016] , Ebert et al. [2017] , Oh et al. [2017] , Higuera et al. [2018] all learn to predict future state, but still predict either very low-level features that are difficult to learn on or high-level features that require many samples to effectively model.
Object state representations for reinforcement learning were proposed by Diuk et al. [2008] with a formal framework for describing and reasoning about object interactions. Scholz et al. [2014] extended this framework with physics models of object dynamics. Li et al. [2017] investigate integrating object information into modern deep learning approaches. Kansky et al. [2017] learn more general probabilistic object models and demonstrate how to plan on such models using inference. By learning the parameters of physics-based environments models, Woof and Chen [2018] develop an object embedding network to achieve great performance in complex environments. In contrast to our object recognition algorithm, all of these techniques require environmentspecific object labels. Liang et al. [2016] , Machado et al. [2018] , Naddaf [2010] begin to tackle the problem of recognizing objects without extensive supervision or hand crafted, object specific recognition algorithms by introducing Blob-PROST, BASS, and DISCO, two large feature sets built by dividing the environment into grids and looking at monocolor blobs. Several recent works, MOREL Goel et al. [2018] , OODP Zhu et al. [2018] , IODINE Greff et al. [2019] , OP3 Veerapaneni et al. [2019] , ST-DIM Anand et al. [2019 ], Transporter Kulkarni et al. [2019 , SPACE Lin et al. [2020] present unsupervised techniques for segmenting and modeling objects using deep neural networks. These works use the prior that the observed changes between successive frames can be explained by translations of groups of pixels. Our object segmentation, tracking, and modelling incorporates more knowledge about objects, including object permanence and notions that the pixels composing each object are connected and visually similar. Another key contribution of our work is using not only object dynamics but also rewards to learn our object representation. For these reasons, our object representations are both more compact and are learned after hundreds, as opposed to tens or hundreds of thousands, of observations. Most critically, we develop an explicit object representation in terms of object positions, velocities, accelerations, and contacts and use this representation for our reinforcement learning. Finally, we also use our object models to plan and incorporate object priors into our value and reward estimators.
Reward shaping is another way to incorporate human priors into reinforcement learning Ng et al. [1999] . Hybrid Reward Architectures Van Seijen et al. [2017] show the potential of object-level reinforcement learning by using per-object reward functions to achieve up to 400x the score of Rainbow Hessel et al. [2018] , a state-of-the-art model-free agent, but rely on humans to label objects in its domain, Ms. Pacman.
Background
Reinforcement learning solves the problem of taking actions in some environment to maximize some reward. Formally, let a ∈ A be actions, s ∈ S be environment states, t ∈ 0, 1, . . . , ∞ be time steps, G(s , s, a) = P (s |s, a) be a stochastic transition function, R(s, a) be a stochastic reward function, and γ ∈ [0, 1] be a discount factor. These define a Markov decision process where the goal at each time t is to take the action a t that maximizes the expected discounted reward, ∞ t=0 R(s t , a t )γ t . Each observed (s, a, r, s ) tuple is called an experience. Reinforcement learning solves this problem by learning a policy π which specifies the probability of the agent choosing each action given the current state. Define the state value function to be V π (s) = E π [ ∞ k=0 γ k R(s t+k , a t+k )|s t = s] and the state-action value function to be Q π (s, a) = E π [ ∞ k=0 γ k R(s t+k , a t+k ))|s t = s, a t = a], where E π [·] denotes the expected value of the random variable given that the agent follows π. Then the optimal state value and state-action value functions are V * (s) = max π V π (s) and Q * (s, a) = max π Q π (s, a) for all s ∈ S and a ∈ A, and an optimal policy π is one that is greedy with respect to the optimal state value or state-action value function.
In model-based reinforcement learning the agent learns a model of the world, and uses this model to plan actions to take or to simulate an environment to learn in. Specifically, the agent learns an approximation of G(s , s, a), the transition function, and R(s, a), the reward function. Intuitively, the better these models are, the better the resulting policy will be. One approach to improving these models is creating a better state representation. That is, rather than learn to predict the state and reward in terms of s ∈ S, learn a map into a smaller state space h : S → S , and learn models in this smaller state space. Intuitively, if |S | is much less 
Model
We extend this work by using object priors to build a powerful object state representation that enables sample efficient and accurate dynamics and reward modelling. We learn our object state representation by jointly maximizing the likelihood of both the world model and the reward model, closing the loop and allowing reinforcement learning to guide perception. Guiding perception to optimize both reward and dynamics modelling has several intuitive advantages. Reward signal is typically very sparse, while predicting dynamics provides a rich signal sufficient for supervised learning. However, learning perception based on purely visual loss can result in distractors in the representation or ignoring objects that differ little from the background visually but provide reward. Considering the value and rewards of objects solves these problems.
We do this by proposing a probabilistic object based model of environments in Table 1 
and a t . r t is the reward the agent receives at time step t. R O and V O are a reinforcement learning algorithm which is trained on F (O) Ttrain and r Ttrain to predict the rewards and value, respectively, of of a state at time t given F (O t ) and a t .
We model the observations of the environment as being generated by an MDP over objects, their dynamics, and rendering objects into pixels. Given a set of observations I = {I 0 , I 1 , ..., I T } containing n objects {o 0 , o 1 , ..., o n } = O properties (shape, color, mass, etc) {p 0 , p 1 , ..., p n } = P and associated dynamics d. Each object o at each time t has a state F (o t ) = s o,t comprising its properties and position, velocity, acceleration, contact status, and whether it currently exists. Let S t = {s o,t ∀o ∈ O}. In Table 1 we give P (I), the distribution of environment observations. Rendering is assumed to choose uniformly at random one of the pixels among those with the same coordinates to render, and object properties are domain specific.
We use the prior that objects provide a succinct and powerful model of the world and the prior that objects only interact when in contact to develop the object contact state representation s which we parameterize our dynamics and rewards models (Equations 3-7) with. Given an object o, the corresponding object contact feature set s o is the position, velocity, and acceleration of o, and the relative position, velocity, and accelerations of any objects o that o is in contact with. Using these two priors, we develop a small, sparse, but powerful feature set to model reward and dynamics with. We use prior that simpler environments with fewer objects are more likely to derive Equation 2, modelling the number of objects with a geometric distribution. Finally, we use the prior that objects behave consistently across time by having our dynamics and reward models characterizations be only a function of the current state and action in Equations 3-7. While simple, this prior forms the core of our inference algorithm, where we search for objects with very similar dynamics and reward behavior and combine them together to create a more likely (and succinct) object representation.
Inference
In this section we describe how we compute the MLE set of parameters for this model. Our model is parameterized by O, the set of objects our agent divides the world into, with O t being the objects and associated properties (pixels, position, velocity, acceleration, contact status) at time t, D, the learned dynamics model of the objects and R O , the learned value and reward model over object features. The likelihood of these parameters is:
Rather than compute likelihood based on the pixel observations, we may initialize with a segmentation algorithm S, tuned to always oversegment, so no two true objects are segmented together, and tracking algorithm T , tuned to always undertrack, so T never produces false positive trackings. We use S to segment each image and T to greedily assign trackings to create an initial set of objects, or percepts, P . Doing so allows incorporation of prior knowledge and algorithms and further improves sample efficiency of our algorithm. In this case, the likelihood is in terms of reconstructing the positions of the initial objects:
Where o p is the object p was previously mapped to, and v(p t ) is the velocity of p from time t − 1 to t. We approximate MLE object segmentation as follows. Given two objects, o 1 , o 2 ∈ O, we combine them together to form a new object o 3 = {o 1 , o 2 } and object map O = (O \ {o 1 , o 2 }) ∪ o 3 . If o 1 and o 2 appear disjoint times, then when our segmentation transitions between the two objects is an instance where our tracking algorithm failed. Using this observation, we obtain supervised data for when T fails, and we use this data to learn a better tracking algorithm. We compare the likelihoods of O and O and accept O as the new object representation if it is more likely. We may also attempt to split an object, o 3 = {o 1 , o 2 }, into two separate objects, o 1 and o 2 , by similarly compare the likelihoods of the corresponding object representations. We detail this procedure in Algorithm 1. Our agent processes each frame into an object representation by using S to oversegment the image, then T L , a learned tracking algorithm, to track segments into past objects, and finally O to combine these object primitives into high level objects. We detail this in Algorithm 2 in the appendix.
Learning
In this section we describe our model based reinforcement learning algorithm. Our agent learns a dynamics model Table 1 : Probabilistic Object-Based Environment Model P (I) = P (#Objs = n)P (Properties = p|n)P (Obj Dynamics = d|p, n)P (Rewards=r|d, p, n)P (Pixels = I|r, d, p, n) (1)
Bernoulli(pO t ,S t ,a t ) (7) D, value model V O , and reward model R O , and tracking algorithm T L from experience. Our agent uses T L and O to track the percepts in the current observation and map them onto the object representation. Our agent then uses D, V O , R O to plan the best action to take.
Tracking-Our tracking model tracks the set all percepts as they were most recently observed, P c , onto the set of percepts observed in the current observation P t by assigning a score to all pairs of current and past percepts using a learned tracking algorithm, 
where T is a classical tracking algorithm we initialize our tracker with, W is a model trained to recognize trackings where T will be wrong, and L is a model trained on the correct trackings. W and L are trained on trackings where the inference procedure described in the previous section discovers T was incorrect; the discovery of these incorrect trackings is detailed in Algorithm 1. Pairs with tracking scores that exceed some threshold w t are greedily assigned, highest scores first.
Dynamics Modelling-We model dynamics in terms of powerful object level features, the relative and absolute positions, velocities, accelerations, and collisions of all objects. For each object in the set of known objects, O, a presence model, D o,e , is trained to predict if o will be present in the next time step given the current positions, velocities, accelerations, and contacts of all objects. For each Algorithm 1: Infer Value and Reward Estimation-We use on-policy Monte Carlo control (Sutton [1988] ) to estimate Q values. We then train models V O to predict Q value and R O to predict reward given the current state, F (O t ) and next action, a t . We use the prior that objects interact when they contact into reinforcement learning to derive contact discounted return. The contact discounted return is calculated using two decay rates: γ nc for states where no objects are contacting, and γ c for states where objects are contacting, with γ nc > γ c .
Since γ nc > γ c , from the backward view the agent assigns more credit for reward to recent object contacts, and in the forward view only considers the next few object contacts when deciding how to act.
We also use a contact-focused model architecture and feature set for approximating values and rewards. R and V are learned as an ensemble of models, one for each pair of objects o 1 , o 2 ∈ O. F (o1, o2) Planning and Action Selection-Our estimators assume reward and value are zero unless objects are contacting. One difficulty this poses is determining which action to take when no objects are contacting. This may be solved by planning into the future until object contacts are encountered, but planning is often computationally expensive given that the number of possible action sequences grows exponentially. Closely following Ng's work on reward shaping (Ng et al.
[1999]), we shape our reward and value functions by transforming them into potentials with respect to the distances between object pairs and adding these potentials to the original reward and value functions. This can be interpreted intuitively as incorporating the prior that to make two objects contact the distance between those two objects should be decreased, and vice versa. Using this shaped reward, we plan using UCT tree search. (Browne et al. [2012] ).
Implementation
We use XGBoost trees to learn our dynamics and value models, D and V M , and a neural network to learn our reward model, R M . We do not learn a model of object properties; instead we assume that object properties do not change, an approximation that we found does not impact performance.
We provide more implementation details and hyperparameters in the appendices.
Experiments and Results
In this section we demonstrate that our object-level framework is capable of creating succinct and accurate objectlevel models on a variety of Atari games with very few sample. We then compare our OLRL agent against DQN, Blob-PROST, and humans. Our method of combining lowlevel percepts by searching for smaller yet still accurate models reduces the number of objects from dozens to a core few, as shown in Figure 3 . World Model Analysis-We demonstrate the speed and accuracy of our object-level perception and modeling on a variety of Atari 2600 games. For each Atari game, we trained our model for only 2000 steps, where each step is 4 game frames, collected while playing random actions. We then evaluated our models by first playing n random actions, where n was sampled uniformly from [50, 150] , and then predicting the positions of objects for the next 100 steps. Figure 2 shows prediction error as the average Euclidean distance between the predicted and actual object positions. Since many Atari objects do not move, we also show prediction error for the player-controlled object, which has complex dynamics. For the same reason, we use predicting that object velocity will remain constant as a natural baseline. Even with very little training data, our models have learned object dynamics with high accuracy tens of frames into the future, effective for short-term planning. In addition, model prediction error generally does not explode for longer prediction horizons, allowing the agent to consider the approximate positions over objects even 100 steps into the future. Comparison to Humans-We compare the maximum scores achieved by each time step for humans and OLRL in Figure 4 . For all games tested, this value plateaus for humans, indicating they are not increasing their highest score and have saturated learning. Given just minutes of training data, OLRL is able to outperform humans learning for 15 minutes 65% of the time. We say that OLRL learns faster than a human if OLRL reaches this maximum score in fewer time steps than the human. OLRL is able to learn faster than humans 55% of the time, demonstrating the power of the object heuristics we have incorporated. This is despite humans having extensive prior knowledge, particularily for environments like Video Pinball.
Comparison to Deep RL-We compare OLRL to DQN and Blob-PROST in Figure 5 . DQN and Blob-PROST data was drawn from Machado et al. [2018] . Using our objectlevel features, our agent reaches equivalent or greater performance than DQN and Blob-PROST with approximately 10,000x fewer experiences in three of the four games. Although DQN and Blob-PROST outperform OLRL in Pong, they require over 100x more experiences to reach the performance of OLRL. Furthermore, SimPLe Kaiser et al. [2019] , the current state of the art for Atari in sample-limited regimes, achieves a mean of 54% the human-normalized score across Pong, Asterix, and Breakout after 100,000 steps; our agent achieves a mean of 176% human normalized score with fewer than 10,000 steps. Robustness-Object-level representations are inherently robust to changes in object appearance within the limits of the object tracking algorithm used. Our OLRL framework further improves robustness in an additional way. Aggregating objects with similar appearances is often a good heuristic, but, as stated in Oh et al. [2015] , preservation of dynamics and reward are sufficient conditions for aggregation. OLRL uses object appearance to help select candidate objects for aggregation, but chooses to aggregate solely based on preservation of dynamics and reward. Explicitly excluding object appearance from aggregation decisions makes OLRL highly robust to even dramatic changes in object appearance. In Figure 6 , we train OLRL for 10,000 time steps and DQN for 50 million time steps on Breakout. Then we test robustness by changing the background color from black to white. Even though OLRL's tracking model fails to track the background after its color is changed and perceives the background as a new object, OLRL is able to quickly recover to previous performance levels by modelling the behavior of the new object and quickly combining it with the original background object. Ablations-In Figure 7 we provide an ablation for our reward shaping for planning. Achieving a high score in Breakout requires planning many steps ahead to contact a ball. Without using reward shaping to extend the learned contact reward and value to adjacent states, the agent is unable to effectively plan action sequences to reach the ball.
Interpretability-Our learned policy is easily interpretable: the agent will try to contact objects with value and reward higher than the background, and avoid those objects with value and reward lower than the background. For example, in the game Breakout, the goal is to hit a ball with a paddle.
After training an OLRL agent on Breakout, we find that contacts between the ball and paddle have an average value of 0.147 and average reward of 0 and contacts between the paddle and background have and average value of 0.139 and average reward of 0.007, providing a clear explanation for why the OLRL agent correctly favors contacting the ball with the paddle over the background.
Conclusion
This work provides an exciting demonstration of the potential of human object priors for reinforcement learning.
Using these priors, we develop an object inference algorithm that closes the loop on perception and reinforcement learning by finding the set of objects that jointly maximizes the likelihood of the dynamics and the reward models. We also use object-contact priors to develop a novel discounting scheme that better captures causality, and motivate reward shaping to make planning more efficient. On the subset of Atari environments we evaluate on, or agent learns 10,000x faster than classical deep RL algorithms and better than state of the art deep RL algorithms for sample-limited regimes. Our agent is even able to learn in fewer environment interactions than humans. Finally, our object representation gives promising robustness and interpretability results, two problems of growing interest for the community.
In this work we initialized our object distribution with simple classical tracking and segmentation algorithms. In future work we would like to use powerful deep segmentation and tracking algorithms to extend our results to realistic 3D environments. We believe a compact and explicit object representation paves the way for new results in robustness and new ideas in exploration, transfer learning, specifically learning relations between objects, and interpretability. 
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A. Implementation Details
At a low level, our system works by, at each timestep, perceiving objects, tracking those objects onto past objects, and using the object dynamics, reward, and value models to plan and execute an action. As the agent gathers more experience, the object dynamics, reward, and value models are periodically retrained, and the inference procedure detailed in the main paper is also rerun to find the MLE set of objects.
In the next sections we give the technical implementation details and hyperparameters.
A.1. Object Perception and Tracking
We perceive and track objects using Algorithm 
is the total change in relative distance between o c and o p and all objects contacting o p , capturing the notion that over small changes in time the positions of objects generally do not change too much. (Khotanzad and Hong [1990] ) of o, encoding object shape consistency.
F perm (o c , o p ) captures the intuition that objects generally do not appear or disappear and is the number of experiences since o p was last seen,
F motion (o c , o p ) encodes that many objects are background objects and are unlikely-move:
where is some small positive constant. 
A.2. Planning
We plan using UCT tree search. We slightly modify the algorithm to evaluate action paths in batches; while this leads to slight suboptimality in action path selection, it leads to significant gains in evaluation speed. We plan with a batch size of 160 for 10 steps, up to plans of 8 actions in length. We use the standard exploration constant of 1 √ 2 . We select the action to take by applying a softmax transform to the action values with a scale of 4000 and sampling an action from the resulting distribution.
A.3. Learning Dynamics, Value, and Reward Models
Dynamics Models-We model the velocity of each object in each dimension with a separate XGBoost Chen and Guestrin [2016] tree. Each tree outputs a probability vector over velocities, discretized in steps of 1 between -30 and 30. Each tree is trained to minimize multiclass logloss, has a maximum depth of max(2, min(6, |D|/50)), where D is the size of the training data. Experiences are split into a 80:20 train/validation split, which is used for early stopping of training (5 rounds), and for computing the model likelihoods used in the Infer algorithm in the main paper. Where objects appear when they transition from not being present to being present is modelled with an XGBoost tree per object per dimension trained to output a probability vector over positions. Each tree has a maximum depth of 6 and is trained to minimize multiclass logloss, with a similar 80:20 train/validation data split. Object presence is modelled with an XGBoost tree per object, minimizing multiclass logloss on an 80:20 split with a maximum tree depth of 6. For all models, mean prediction was also evaluated, and if mean prediction yields better validation error it was used instead (we did this primarily to prevent objects with very little associated data from causing noisy validation error behavior in the XGBoost trees and interfering with the Infer algorithm).
Reward and Value Models-Our agent uses Monte Carlo Control Sutton [1988] with a discount factor of 0.99 to estimate state-action values. We then learn to predict stateaction reward and value with sets of ensemble models for each object pair. Each ensemble model has two parts: the first is simple mean estimation of the reward of value for when the objects are in contact. The second is an XGBoost tree trained to predict value or reward given the absolute and relative positions, velocities, accelerations, and contact states of the object pair. Each tree was trained to predict the mean of a Gaussian distribution with variance 1 describing the reward distribution for each state-action×object pair and trained to maximize likelihood. Data was split into 75:25 train/validation.
A.4. Tracking Model
We learn a tracking model consisting of two LightGBM Ke et al. [2017] trees. We used LightGBM rather than XGBoost trees because of the large amount of tracking data made the faster training time of LightGBM advantageous. For each object, we trained a lightGBM tree on the negative tracking instances associated with that object and the tracking instance which were once negative but later learned to be positive via the Infer algorithm in the main paper. We used the tracking features described in Appendix A.1 as inputs. The LightGBM tree was trained to output a number between 0 and 1. We form the learned tracking algorithm T L , by taking the maximum of the base tracking algorithm T , and the learned LightGBM tracking algorithm.
B. Human Atari Learning Data
One of the most exciting achievements of reinforcement learning is outperforming humans Mnih et al. [2015] in Atari games, and several years later, human normalized score is one of the most important metrics for comparing deep learners Hessel et al. [2018] . Interestingly, this key metric is based off of the performance of one expert human. However, as seen in the data of a recent study on human play in Atari Tsividis et al. [2017] , some of these expert scores are beaten after only 15 minutes of play. In addition, the published data do not include learning curves, just the final scores after learning. Motivated by these facts and growing interest in sample efficient reinforcement learning, we conducted our own study of human Atari game play for four games to obtain learning curves. Five participants were tasked with playing Asterix, Breakout, Pong, and Video Pinball for 15 minutes each. To ensure the environment the humans were tested on was identical to the environment we trained our agents on, we used OpenAI Gym Brockman et al. [2016] as the Atari emulator. We found that there is very high variance in score between participants, even on Asterix, which participants were unlikely to have played before. In every game at least one participant was able to beat the expert score in 15 minutes of play, and in all but Pong average maximum participant score exceeded the expert score. We suspect this is because of differences in the Atari emulator used.
